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FRIDAY NIGHT HARD NEWS CALL
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
•
•
•
•

● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Current Program Archives
Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “More Archives”
Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at the top.
You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Rainbird

Housekeeping:

Carolyn

BBS:

Thank you!

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $370 to make up the $300
• Needs everyone of us to donate something, would like to hear from all on the call.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting cheques through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all of your check is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • They also need food & gas money this week
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

Hard News:
T: Happy Valentine's Day – this is the Billion Person Dance Day!!
R:
The fiascos happening on the planet are to do with the dirty birds called “the powers that were”
• Each day that is passing, the tsunami of corruption is hitting Chris Christie: all goes back to 9/11!
• More stories starting to leak out about 9/11, and the janitor who was giving interviews: more people
waking up to the idea of a nuclear incident
• Dr Judy Wood is still assessing the fall out from 9/11 in NYC
Ed Schultz radio show: tore Bob Corker a new one – he does not like unions and is trying to give unions
a bad name. Rama's father was a union member at Lockheed Martin a long time ago.
• The president of UAW was also tearing Bob Corker a new one: Corker was one of the ones at the
Caucus Restaurant on Jan 21, 2009 during the inauguration
ED asking why these folks are still walking and not behind bars?
• A 6th banker supposedly committed suicide – NOT! He was Jamie Dimon's top man: a warning to Jamie

that there is a price on JD's head: this is how that cat takes care of business.
• Also has to do with [from Thom Hartmann's show} – Revelations actually says that people who destroy

the earth shall be destroyed by me; not in the old testament! It is about the defiling of the Mother.
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R: there are huge things happening: Nibiru is in orbit around the sun
Audio:

Thom Hartmann
• Plays a speech by JFK: “the very world secrecy is repugnant in an open society” – dangers of
• Yet the Kennedy administration worked hard to keep secret the assassination of Castro

• Revelations 11: 18 thou shall destroy them who destroy the earth
• Check out last hours.com to find out Thom's take on this.
• David Serota – website is www.davidserota.com
• What's the deal with PBS?
• PBS has not replied to David's piece.

[SEE BELOW]

Audio: Democracy New – 2014, Feb 3 One Billion Rising: Eve Ensler & Kimberle Crenshaw on
Global Movement to End Violence Against Women
[SEE BELOW]
Guests
Eve Ensler, the award-winning playwright and creator of The Vagina Monologues and V-Day, a global
movement to stop violence against women and girls. Her memoir, In the Body of the World, is just
out in paperback.
Kimberlé Crenshaw, professor of law at UCLA and Columbia University. She is a V-Day board member
and the founder of the African American Policy Forum.
T: everything they said has already happened today; JUST REMEMBER TO DANCE TODAY,
TOMORROW AND EVERY DAY!!!!!
• The Koch Bros have literally taken over the Republican party which means it is a nazi-run, nazi-funded
party. Which is a problem.
• She has a different interpretation of the verse from Revelations: reads from the Theosophical bible.
Conference Call
• the information about the Koch Bros taking over the Republican party was on the Thom Hartmann's show –
• ALEC runs the gov't, and all members of ALEC are Republicans
• Koch Bros fund ALEC, fund everything about the Repub party in terms of directions they want to go
• The Supreme Court has helped too with Citizens United.
Koch Bros
Caller 1: when will the weather be over?
T: “when” is not the question: We also know these ones are bent on killing as many as they can – want
population down to 2%
Caller1: the question is how many people are going to die?
T: not up to us: up to everyone. Also, using frequency numbers means we can heal self and others
• Her son in Vancouver has a friend who has a radionics machine: put the bottle of Rad-D-tox
In the well and the machine computed a sound frequency for the Rad-d-tox.
• Can download the sound on to your phone via an app and listen and listen.
• The issue of people dying etc – what we know is more powerful than money:
• This month, we are to dance and get ready for March: time to forget about what people think • Did Caller 1 hear the piece from Bro Lloyd about the number that will take off the stomach flab!!!
• The # for belly flab: he studied the substance related to this which is from a shrimp –
• Arctic Ruby Oil is the product: reverses the aging process too; reduces belly blab, increases
stamina, also helps heal lung cancer Repeat 10 times, out loud
43 54 76 63 378
To increase the frequency of yourself into the healer, need a 108 frequency: 71 68 96 57 787
• To increase the value of the frequency of the belly flab #, say the 108 frequency # first [10 times] so you
increase your own potency
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• Asks Caller 1 if he has access to water without chlorine: yes!
• If he can get glass, wide-mouthed, gallon sized jar, get one, fill it up with the good water, bring it
home,
• write the Arctic Ruby Oil number on a piece of paper
• tape the paper with the number facing in towards the water in the jar,
• once you have given yourself the 108 frequency, place your right hand on the glass jar when it is
full of water with the number on it, and then you say it 10X while you hold your right hand on
the glass jar.
• drink a couple of gallons a day – no more coffee, soda, black tea,
• Lloyd is one of us: he offered to help someone who had no money
• The old idea that only doctors can help you: come March, things will speed up exponentially, it will be
completely new across the board: anything that is stick-in-the-mud attitude, negative attitude – will
not help us
Caller 1: talks about other methods of using the numbers – writing them on paper and putting it on arms
T: the number for
vision nutrition
69 39 53 47 697
Lloyd said we can do it for someone else - right hand on left shoulder of person you are working with
Caller2: what has happened to Tom the ring-tailed Cat and Mr x?
R: They have been working with the Sirian Commander about the next evolutionary leap of humanity.
• Nibiru is in orbit around the sun, and is having an effect on the planet. It is a Dyson sphere: they
have a shileld they can put around the planet so it can move in front of the sun
• It is hyper-spacing shielding which allows them to sit in front of the sun without burning up
• The scientists know it and so does NASA.
• On behalf of Mother, he says this is a peace mission
• We will need a learning curve to understand how we will enter inter-galactic society – we have to get rid
of issues of colour and what we look like: he remembers scenes from the Star Trek bar – every
body has an attitude so mind your Ps and Qs
Caller2: thinks a transformation will take place very soon:
• it is good to drink oxygenated water – good for whole frequency: drink it constantly and be fine.
T: and the water from the water scientist: the one who makes Rad-d-tox
• Anything we can do to speed up our frequencies
Caller2: the 3 large mother ships for the opening ceremonies: does he think there might be one big one
that would de-cloak? R: would be nice!
T: It's called Regal Manna Water – from www.GlobalLight.net
1-888-236-2108
• To find out about Regal Liquid manna http://www.globallight.net/ProductInfo.aspx?productid=RGLM16.9
need only 1 tsp / gallon
• To find out about Rad-d-tox http://www.globallight.net/ProductInfo.aspx?productid=RDT1
Music
T: to walk faster [and improve your heart health] – stretch your legs as far as you can and come down on
the ball of your foot, not the heel: allows you to walk faster and more energetically.
• And he who destroys the world shal be destroyed: as Mother is the goddess and not to be defiled.
• Time fo
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Mother Sehkmet
• Like Randi Rhodes says “Turn up your mind”. It is about change at this moment now: Happy Valentine's

Day!
• This issue in your midst is coming up more and more; it is about the “other us” and the next evolutionary

leap in consciousness for humanity.
• As we land and it is publically announced, there is an upliftment of awareness through yourselves, the

planet, all concerned.
• It is about the fact that now is the time for peace, now is the time for love. And it is at this moment she

comes with the science of love, It is a real science as you know; as we begin to
overstand/understand the next leap of what our mind with our heart can do – it goes to the next
level of how we communicate, not so much in words, but energies and what is felt on the
frequencies
• It is such a grand time to be here in all her glory: Gaia /Vywamus shedding their old skin & taking on the
guise of the greenward force
• we asked for a ride and how we stay alive and not get sick or die and have eternal life is we love
the moments that are here, that are not so much the moments that take our breath away but the
moments when we pause and go “Oh my!”
• That is what is happning here; she and others are coming out of the wood work – or coming out of
the closet as so many are; yet it is a whole other discussion when they decloak and land and come
from another dimensional frequency, reality with the wisdom we seemingly lack – yet they are
meeting themselves. And grand it is, welcome and well met!
• The story is not about war and terror, but of love and peace. And the overstanding that we are creator
gods/goddesses of the Most High and this reality as we really get it in our bones: we have abilities
that are already coming fully on line and it may seem like ascension symptoms have taken the
better of us and we may mis interpret the symptoms and we end up in the ER and the doc looks at
us, and we look at the doc and say “You have a wonderful aura, Dude” and he does not
understand it as we do!
• It is about the fact that we are able to see beyond what you may comprehend as our
dimensiaonality: the dimensions are over happing and things are peaking around the corners:
welcome them in; they are not shadows: it is just our Higher Self saying “Hi Self! Let's have a chat
about how we can move the frequencies up a few octaves so all can experience this ecstasy & joy.
• that is really what it is about, in the midst of what we are experiencing and going through on this planet.
Yes it may seem like the best of times and the worst of times and it is about the change we want to see in
the world, and that we want to be – that is all that here is.
• All we can say is go with the energy flow, and the answers show up in the most unlikely of places and

from the least likely of participants. The ones that may have the most answers are the ones who
say “Brother can you spare a dime? I have a story to share if you have the timeto listen.”
• They are angels in form with wisdom to share on this pathless path.
• There are so many facets to this coming into place at quantum light speed; we are part of these
pieces as we integrate what is occurring within the bodies along with the energies that seeminlgy
are the outer, but they are the inner. It is only about the love and the joy in which it comes in the
most auspicious of places.
• Yes, the voice ??
• What we can say about the state of affairs where we all are at: it is where all of us are in the place on the
back of the green horse: let go of the old orders that hold no place in this time; releasing all that is
not like love.
• In the next moment, as we go through the 72 hour moon cycle: it seems there is a banking
holiday with the markets are in chaos – saw something today that the markets were at 16,000 – it
is not at 16,000; it is at zero; it is a charade.
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• The next step is a mystery: it is as #15 said:NESARA changes the time line ; the timeline is NOW.
• What Mr 19.5* is doing and riding this wave, this crest of energy, calling them out on debt ceiling:

$17 trillion of debt can be paid in the next few seconds; Beloved Ascended Master St Germain has
it in the bag and it has to play itself out because we are in the place of why
• Why is it that the issues are down to the nitty-gritty? Gabby Giffords is in town; all of the stories in the

moment: NRA is a loose cannon called Domestic Terrorist Association, along with the Grand Old
Pedophile party, guns, bible, attitudes about the neighbour next door: might be gay, might be alien,
might just have the answers to the problems of the universes
• Time to drop the issues about who and what we all are. As creator source, we came in with our abilities
and our idiosyncrasies that are so magical to the moment which are a blessing – celebrate our
diversity, diversity in love – this is what we began this story with 450 BILLION YEARS AGO - do
you get how big this is? And that is just a drop in the eye of ? Savara.
T: Bob Corker from Tennessee today on the Ed show: this is a 3 day banking holiday [Sat, Sun, Mon]
In TN, as Senator, put out stories that they do not want to work with UAW; “They” is VW – NOT
TRUE – but that is what Bob Corker is putting out
MO: he is getting poked from behind by the Koch Bros – do you want your cheque?
T: Corker also saying that UAW does not want to work with the VW: NOT TRUE.
• VW is coming out with an SUV that is TOTALLY ELECTRIC & Republicans don't like it
Mo: and it is priced so Joe the Plumber et al can afford to buy – gets great mileage!
T: by saying all these lies: what is it about?
• The entire Republican party is funded by the Koch Bros; therefore, the entire party is a NAZI
PARTY in the US – which is a big deal!!!!
• Chris Christie is running and being paid by the Koch Bros – so we can have a full 4 th Reich –
have to get rid of pensions!!! They want a total nazi party!
Reading: A VICTORY – Koch Cabal Caught Red handed by CA AG! Fined $16 Million [SEE BELOW]
• Even though the story is from last fall, the point is that the information is getting out!
Mo: It takes a goddess to do it! And one billion rising!
• That this has become public and exposes the Koch Bros is NOT GOOD For the KBs
• They discuss the Supreme Court
• This is just the beginning of the end of the Koch Bros
T: they are part of the 13 families: they have lost all their money too?
Mo: Yes.
Reading: Did Chris Christie do a flyover of the Goerge Washington Bridge during Bridgegate traffic jam?
[SEE BELOW]
T: last night Rachel got on Christie – he took the money set aside for tunnel construction that took 20 years
to plan and it was already begun, with lots of digging done - $3 BILLION set aside and he took it
all!!
• There is only one tunnel from NJ to NYC: it is 100 years old and completely maxed out!
• He is still sitting on the federal tax money !
• This is going pretty fast!
Mother: only in these moments, as we go through energies of the full moon and Valentine's Day, and
President's Day – the answer to life's perplexing question is all about love: “Make me an instrument
of thy peace”
• Greetings in the light of the most Radiant One! Kadoish, Kadoish, Kadoish.
R: Seemed to be in a circular building on Venus, in Hesperus the capital city; it was interesting because it
kept changing colours and its texture because of something in the air; it changed like fractals –
thinks it was some kind of living being – it was completely spherical
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Audio: Bill Maher

2014, Feb 14

Episode 307

TOP-OF-SHOW

• Bill Nye – Emmy® -winning "Science Guy" and recipient of the 2010 Humanist of the Year Award
MID-SHOW

• Mayim Bialik – Author of the cookbook Mayim's Vegan Table and Emmy®-nominated actress on
The Big Bang Theory
PANEL
• Eric Klinenberg – Author of Going Solo: The Extraordinary Rise and Surprising Appeal of Living
Alone, and Professor of Sociology at NYU
• Jeremy Scahill – Independent journalist who co-wrote and produced the Oscar®-nominated
documentary Dirty Wars, based on his 2013 book of the same name
• Dylan Ratigan – Entrepreneur and former MSNBC host.
Audio: Episode 562
February 13, 2014 13:30
http://img.rt.com/files/episode/22/5a/90/00/kr1302_480p.mp4?event=download
Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss the thousands of think tanks convincing populations
to think of the King Joffrey Defense as a legitimate one when an elite murders innocent bystanders
or financial markets. They also discuss the housing that is killing productivity in Australia and the
UK, but policymakers in both countries are in love with their housing market captors. In the second
half, Max and Simon Rose of Save Our Savers diagnose the UK economy with Münchausen
Syndrome by Proxy, the Stockholm Syndrome & being trapped in the Matrix.
Audio: Thom Hartmann Conversations with Great Minds – Evan Weber & Angela Anderson
About water and extreme weather.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Thom-Hartmann/113201214447?
rf=114474765232080
... does and says he's seen them. Video of him on Youtube http://youtu.be/9-f3fWh5mA .... Joining Thom for tonight's Conversations with Great Minds are
Evan Weber - Co-Founder of USClimate Plan - and Angela Anderson - Director of the.
www.youtube.com/user/TheBigPictureRT/feed – Similar to The Big Picture RT YouTube
The Big Picture with Thom Hartmann is filmed live and broadcast from the RT America
studios ... Joining Thom for tonight's Conversations with Great Minds are Evan Weber
- Co-Founder of USClimate Plan - and Angela Anderson - Director of ...
Thom Hartmann: How do we move from 19th & 20th energy infrastructure to 21st energy
systems?
Evan Weber and Angela Anderson
Reading: When The Rocks Cry Out – Chapter 28
Closing:

Rainbird

Music
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
PBS Becoming the Plutocrats Broadcasting Service
In a world of screaming cable television hosts and partisan media outlets, PBS is supposed to be the last
refuge for honest news. This is ostensibly why taxpayers still contribute money to the public broadcasting
system. That money is appropriated to try to guarantee that there remains at least one forum for
unvarnished facts, even if such facts offend those with money and power.
The problem, though, is that because our government spends so little on public media as compared to
many other industrialized countries, our most prominent public media outlets are becoming instruments for
special interests to launder their ideological agenda through a seemingly objective brand. Starved for public
resources, these outlets are increasingly trying to get their programming funded with money from
corporations and wealthy political activists — and that kind of cash comes with ideological expectations.
Case in point is the Public Broadcasting Service , as evidenced by the major report we published this
week at PandoDaily. In that story, we meticulously documented how PBS's flagship affiliate, WNET of New
York, solicited funding from former Enron trader John Arnold. The $3.5 million Arnold contributed was
earmarked for a "Pension Peril" series now airing in PBS NewsHour broadcasts on stations throughout the
country.
If that was the entire story, it might not be much of a story. However, at the same time the billionaire Arnold
is funding PBS's pension-related coverage, he is also sponsoring the nationwide legislative push to slash
public employee pension benefits. Indeed, with his massive contributions to Super PACs, think tanks and
local front groups, Arnold is financing a national movement to convince legislators to, in the words of his
foundation, "stop promising a (retirement) benefit" to public workers.
This is likely why the Arnold-backed PBS pension series has loyally echoed the billionaire's anti-pension
themes.
Knowing its benefactor's message, PBS has echoed the Arnold foundation by promoting cuts to public
workers' retirement benefits as the primary solution to state budget problems. PBS has done this in its
"Pension Peril" segments without mentioning that pension fund shortfalls are dwarfed by the amount state
and local governments are spending on taxpayer-funded corporate subsidies. PBS has also done it without
explicitly disclosing its connection to Arnold.
For example, as our PandoDaily report documented, WNET did not mention Arnold in its press release
announcing the PBS series. Likewise, while PBS did mention the Arnold Foundation in a long list of funders
at the beginning of its news programs, it did not tell viewers that the foundation was specifically funding the
pension series, much less that Arnold is concurrently leading a legislativpush for retirement benefit cuts.
Even in the series' report promoting a pension-cutting ballot initiative in California, PBS did not mention that
the series' own benefactor, Arnold, is a major financial backer of the measure.
All of this, no doubt, is great for Arnold. In exchange for a few million dollars, he has been able to package
his political agenda as objective news and then promote it to millions of unsuspecting PBS viewers.
It is not, though, great for those viewers. PBS's behavior, which appears to violate its own disclosure and
conflict-of-interest rules, effectively turns the network into just another outlet whose journalism is stealthily
shaped by monied puppet masters.
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It doesn't have to be this way. To preserve some modicum of independent journalism, Congress could
simply provide the same amount of resources for public media as other advanced democracies do.
Congress could then bar PBS from accepting corporate and special interest funding .
If it doesn't, though, then we will get what we now have: a PBS that increasingly removes the "public" from
its mission and becomes the Plutocrats Broadcasting Service.

David Sirota is a staff writer at PandoDaily and the best-selling author of the books "Hostile Takeover," "The
Uprising" and "Back to Our Future." Email him at ds@davidsirota.com, follow him on Twitter @davidsirota
or visit his website at www.davidsirota.com.
COPYRIGHT 2014 CREATORS.COM
http://www.creators.com/liberal/david-sirota/pbs-becoming-the-plutocrats-broadcastingservice.html
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2014, Feb 3 One Billion Rising: Eve Ensler & Kimberle Crenshaw on Global Movement to End
Violence Against Women
http://www.democracynow.org/2014/2/3/one_billion_rising_eve_ensler_kimberle
A movement is growing worldwide to stop violence against women and girls. One Billion Rising for Justice
will take place on February 14, Valentine’s Day, in more than 200 countries worldwide, focusing on the
issue of justice for all survivors of gender violence and the impunity that protects perpetrators all over the
world. The One Billion Rising and V-Day campaigns were launched by playwright Eve Ensler, creator of
"The Vagina Monologues," and highlights the startling statistic that one in every three women on the planet
will be raped or beaten in her lifetime. We speak to Eve Ensler and Kimberlé Crenshaw, co-founder of the
African American Policy Forum. "Women are putting their bodies at the site where vulnerabilities intersect,"
Crenshaw says. "By that I mean where vulnerability to gender violence, vulnerability to economic
exploitation, vulnerability to the drug war — all these things come together to create unique risks, many
times risks that poor women, marginalized women, women of color face."
Transcript
This is a rush transcript. Copy may not be in its final form.
AMY GOODMAN: We end today’s show with this new worldwide movement that grew out of the global
activist initiative called V-Day to stop violence against women and girls. One Billion Rising for Justice will
take place on February 14th, Valentine’s Day, in more than 200 countries worldwide, focusing on the issue
of justice for all survivors of gender violence and the impunity that protects perpetrators all over the world.
The One Billion Rising campaign was launched by playwright Eve Ensler, creator of The Vagina
Monologues, and highlights the startling statistic that one in every three women on the planet will be raped
or beaten in her lifetime. That’s over one billion women. The 2014 One Billion Rising events kicked off with
the world premiere of this new short film called One Billion Rising at the 2014 Sundance Film Festival.
>> It’s a global movement today, so everyone is dancing all over the world.
It’s part of a global revolution.
In more than 205 countries today, people are rising.
I want to tell you: You are making history. This has never happened before in the world, where 200
countries have come together.
This thing that we are part of today has never happened in the history of the world.
AMY GOODMAN: Well, to talk more about the One Billion Rising for Justice campaign, we’re joined by two
guests. Eve Ensler herself, the award-winning playwright and creator of The Vagina Monologues and VDay, the global movement to stop violence against women and girls, her new book, In the Body of the
World, has just come out in paperback. And Kimberlé Crenshaw is with us, co-founder of the African
American Policy Forum, professor of law at UCLA and Columbia University, as well as a V-Day board
member.
We welcome you both back to Democracy Now! Eve, lay out what the plans are for February 14th.
EVE ENSLER: Well, this year, going off the energy and the mad movement of last year, the coordinators
came together from all around the world and decided where they wanted to move was in the direction of
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justice, that we wanted to deepen the campaign and expand the campaign and really get very specific into
the places where violence against women meets economic injustice, gender injustice, racial injustice,
environmental injustice. So this year we already are, I think, past the number we had at this time last year. I
think we’re up to 175 countries. Women and men are rising around the world to look at those intersections.
And some of the places, for example—some of the things that are happening are in the Philippines, for
example. Indigenous women are rising in mines, where lands have been taken from them, where it’s
increased poverty, it’s increased the militarization of the mines, which has increased sexual violence. Other
places that are rising are in the Congo, for example, where they have—a war has been waging there for 13
years, 14 years, and they’ve seen no reparations and no justice. I mean, there are so many—
AMY GOODMAN: And what are the plans in the Congo for February 14th?
EVE ENSLER: There are going to be huge demonstrations and marches and dances through the streets,
and then a concert is going to happen. And I really believe there is a set of demands that they are putting
forward to the government looking at the time has come for reparations, and it’s very well organized, and I
think it will be a very big rising. I was there last year, where about 10,000 people rose just in Bukavu alone.
I think we’re seeing, very excitingly, in India, there are tribunals being held across, I think, 25 states. All the
districts of Afghanistan are rising. The states—I think every state in America is rising. Thirteen hundred
villages are rising in Bangladesh. And many women are rising to look at political crimes—prisoners in
Bangladesh, who were held without justice there, and calling for justice for them. I think—
AMY GOODMAN: Kimberlé, can you talk more about what’s happening in the United States, the
organizing that’s going on here?
KIMBERLÉ CRENSHAW: Well, what’s so exciting about what’s going on in the United States is that it’s
finally linking many of the movements around domestic violence and violence against women, in general, to
a global understanding that these are risks that women face around the world as a group. One of the
problems so far, or at least historically, with the domestic violence movement and violence against women,
in general, is that many times people didn’t perceive that they were linked. So, there would be an antiincarceration movement, for example, that wouldn’t necessarily see the links between having experienced
domestic violence or other forms of abuse and that being a start or a pathway into incarceration, or vice
versa.
So what’s happening here is that women are putting their bodies at the site where vulnerabilities intersect.
By that, I mean where vulnerability to gender violence, vulnerability to economic exploitation, vulnerability
to the drug war—all these things come together to create unique risks, many times risks that poor woman,
marginalized women, women of color face. So the idea is that if you—if you basically decentralize, if you
encourage women to put their bodies, literally, at the sites where they are not safe and should be, or where
they’re not experiencing justice and they have a right to expect that, if you put them in motion and allow
them to articulate the ways in which all of these vulnerabilities actually constitute the conditions of their
lives, then that makes for a national movement, and it links it to a global movement.
AMY GOODMAN: Can you explain the issue of intersectionality?
KIMBERLÉ CRENSHAW: Well, I can explain it with an example. If you just look at President Obama’s
State of the Union address, there’s a great example there. In one sentence, he talks about the economic
marginality of men of color and the need to have programs at the foundation level to address them, and in
the next paragraph, he talks about the economic marginality of women. But if you were to really ask where
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do women of color show up, women of color make—African-American women of color make 66 cents for a
dollar that a white man makes, Latinas 56 cents. You didn’t hear that when he talked about women, and
you didn’t hear it when he talked about men of color. You wouldn’t know African-American women, their
median net worth is a hundred dollars. That means that they experience all sorts of risks that actually lead
to violence, and their ability to handle violence when it happens is compromised.
So intersectionality draws attention to the fact that women of color are caught between race, gender, class,
and most of the time, the ways in which they’re vulnerable is not discussed. So what’s beautiful about this
movement, it allows women to discuss it. Our State of Female Justice events, we had one in New York.
We’re having one at UCLA on Thursday. It allows all these issues to come to the fore.
AMY GOODMAN: You’re heading out today to California.
KIMBERLÉ CRENSHAW: Yes.
AMY GOODMAN: If you can make it out of the slush and the snow that’s coming down here.
KIMBERLÉ CRENSHAW: If we’re lucky.
AMY GOODMAN: Explain what these State of Justice panels are.
KIMBERLÉ CRENSHAW: So, we might draw an analogy to what happened during the civil rights
movement. There was the daily action that put bodies in the street, and then there was what they did at
night. They came together. They talked about the issues. They drew examples from each other. And they
built community. Well, that’s what the State of Female Justice panels do. We’ve had several here in the
United States, but they’ve also gone on around the world. It creates the common language, so that even
though women experience vulnerability differently, we’re able to see how the issues are connected.
AMY GOODMAN: Eve, your book, In the Body of the World, is now coming out in paperback this week.
How does this relate to One Billion Rising?
EVE ENSLER: Well, I think so much of what we’re talking about is the body, right? And the body of women,
the body of the Earth, the body of justice, and so many sites this year—and what is this action? It’s an
action of dance. It’s an action of re-inhabiting your body. It’s an action of reclaiming public space with your
body, which has been taken away from you through various forms of violence. And it’s so beautiful to look
at all the videos and all the posters that are coming around the world, because bodies are such an intrinsic
part of what this movement’s about.
And we’re seeing people dancing in places where they never felt free to dance. You know, in the
Philippines, for example, every day this month they are doing an action in front of the Payatas, in front of
the hospitals to demand the end of privatization of medicine and healthcare. They’re dancing in front of
courthouses.
And I think there’s something about when trauma and violence happens to your body, we leave our bodies.
We leave the center of our power, the center of our creativity, the center of our resource. And dancing, and
also collective dancing, brings us back into our central energy and power. My book is a lot about cancer
and Congo and the coming together of those two things, because—
AMY GOODMAN: You survived cancer.
EVE ENSLER: I did, and I’m really happy to be here. And I think, when we can transform and re-enter our
bodies, we can really begin, as women and women collectively, to have a vision of what—and feel what’s
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going on and connect with what’s going on and know we’re part of the story. And I’ve heard from so many
women last year who danced publicly, they hadn’t danced in public space ever, they never felt it was theirs,
they never felt safe enough, but with the community and with a direct intention to reclaim that space and
make it safe for women, they came back into their bodies.
AMY GOODMAN: What is happening in India with this—for the first time in the last year, the kind of
attention that’s being paid to gang rape?
EVE ENSLER: Well, I have to say, I was there for three weeks in December, and it’s—I think it’s
remarkable what’s going on in India. There is this unearthing of the truth, unearthing of the story. I was just
on the phone last night with activists in India, and I think one of the best things about One Billion Rising for
Justice is it’s owned, it’s self-directed, it’s determined by people on the ground. Actually, everybody owns
this movement. There’s no kind of central point of ownership. It’s if you want to do it, go and do it. And they
were saying to me, right now in India, it looks like probably all states are rising. They were talking about this
beautiful action that’s gone on where rickshaw drivers have been sensitized so that 100,000 rickshaw
drivers now have on their rickshaws, "My religion is respecting women." So there are all these beautiful
initiatives that are happening, by men and women. But I think India in some ways is the epicenter of this
movement right now. There is just this—
AMY GOODMAN: We have 20 seconds.
EVE ENSLER: —wonderful energy that’s emerging there.
AMY GOODMAN: And if people want to find more about how to connect to this movement on Valentine’s
Day, February 14th?
EVE ENSLER: OneBillionRising.org. There’s a huge—there are lots of actions in New York, in Atlanta at
the Ebenezer Baptist Church, where Dr. King, you know, led the way. They’re joining forces there with the
women’s movements and the civil rights movements. And you can go on and sign up, do your own action
or join one of the big actions in your neighborhood.
AMY GOODMAN: I want to thank Eve Ensler, the award-winning playwright, and Kimberlé Crenshaw, the
founder of the African American Policy Forum, for joining us.
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2013, Oct 25 A VICTORY~ Koch Cabal Caught Red Handed by CA AG! Fined $16Million
by War on Error
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/10/25/1250670/-A-VICTORY-Koch-Cabal-Caught-Red-Handedby-CA-AG-Fined-16Million

Pop the corn and the cork! There's some celebrating to be done. The Koch Cabal failed to pull one
over on the California Attorney General, Kamala D. Harris.
From the Washington Post:
California to levy massive fine against Koch brothers groups
The groups sent $11 million to campaigns opposing Proposition 30, which raised the
California sales tax and income tax; and supporting Proposition 32, which would have
limited political contributions by way of payroll deductions. Proposition 30, which had
backing from Gov. Jerry Brown (D), passed. Proposition 32, which took aim at labor
unions’ political power, failed.
investigation found another $4 million contribution from CPPR to another California-based
committee. Neither contribution was properly reported, and under state law, the receiving
committees will have to turn that cash — more than $15 million in all — over to the
California general fund.
Cheers!
In this Muckety Map you can see the 5 Koch Cabal non-profits that got nailed:
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Will this peak any interest from the IRS?
“This is a nationwide issue. These groups exploit loopholes in state law to
undermine the clear purpose of the law,” Ann Ravel, the chairwoman of the FPPC
and an incoming member of the Federal Election Commission, said at a Thursday
press conference. “They hid the names of the true donors.”
Or perhaps the dismantling of the Koch Cabal's dark money will have to come from the states.
State watchdogs band together to take on ‘dark money’
A group of watchdog organizations will roll out a new multi-state effort to share information
and best practices on campaign finance legislation Thursday, the first step in an effort to
force organizations that spend millions on political activity to disclose their donors.
The group will also organize a database of nonprofit groups that spend money in
state elections, in hopes of stitching together the state-by-state patchwork of campaign
finance databases.
“This collaboration will enable us to make major inroads in improving the transparency
of donors,” said Ann Ravel, chairwoman of the California Fair Political Practices
Commission.
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Could they use any volunteers? Sign me up!
Well, Ann, the 990 tax returns are a well-stream of information. You can follow the money forward, not
backwards. What I like the most about the 990s I link is the inclusion of the EIN for each entity
receiving money. You can then just pop that EIN number into this 990 search engine (minus the dash)
to see what they did with the money. Imagine what a team of 100 tax accountants could do to put a
damper on the Koch Cabal's money funneling efforts to thwart the democratic process.
I've poured through quite a few of the Koch Cabal 990 tax returns and, even though I am not a highly
trained tax expert, I found things that more than raised my eyebrows.
For instance, here is the 2011 990 tax return for The Center to Protect Patient Rights (CPPR).
Sean Noble is the former Chief of Staff for John Shadegg, U.S. Representative for Arizona's 3rd
congressional district, serving from 1995 until 2011.
Sean Noble is now the President of CPPR as well as the Founder of Noble & Associates and cofounder of DC London, Inc. as shown on this Muckety Map.
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According to the 2011 990 for CPPR which declares $5,370,031 of assets, Sean didn't collect a
paycheck; however, CPPR paid Sean's businesses $6.3Million in 2011. No wonder Sean didn't draw
a salary directly from CPPR.

And to think, all these years we have all worked really hard, even taking on huge debt, to get good
jobs when all along, all we had to do was snuggle up the GOP, be a yes man and get our very own
consulting firms that could be paid $Millions if we would agree to be President of a tax-exempt, nonprofit 501(c)(3) or (4) devoted to thwarting the democratic process. Boy, did we get it wrong. Go
Sean.
What is really mind-bogglingly disconcerting is, if this is all on the up and up with the IRS, that it is all
on the up and up with the IRS. We can thank Congress for allowing this.
So what does the Center to Protect Patient Rights do? You would think it would be fighting on our
behalf as patients.
Here is the CPPR Mission Statement stated in the 2011 990:
Building a coalition of like-minded organizations and individuals, and educating the public
on issues related to limited government, free enterprise, and health care with an emphasis
on patient rights. Engaging in issue advocacy and activities to influence legislation related
to limited government, free enterprise, and health care
And here is how CPPR spent the money it didn't give to Sean's businesses. You can double click pic
for a larger view:
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CPPR is a 501(c)(4) social welfare/advocacy organization so donations made to it are not tax
deductible but that didn't stop over $60Million in 2010 (a big year for donations to most of the thwart
the democratic process non-profits btw) and $26Million from flowing into CPPR's coffers in 2011
according to 990s.
But here's how clever the Koch Cabal is.
The huge foundations like Donors Trust and Donors Capital Fund, Inc are 501(c)(3) corporations and
donations to these are tax deductible. These large foundations then funnel money to 501(c)(3) and
even (4)s in creative ways.
An example, Donors Trust and Donors Capital Fund both gave Americans for Prosperity Foundation
(APF) 501(c)(3) a lot of money in 2009. AFPF then gave a lot of money, over $12Million, to a related
501(c)(4) called Americans for Prosperity (AFP) in 2009 EIN 75-3148958.
AFPF and AFP share 5 well-paid officers and both 2009 990 tax returns were signed on the same day
by the same officer and the same accountant. But the Americans for Prosperity story deserves it's
own diary. I just thought another example of how the Koch Cabal plays would be interesting.
So the Ritchie Rich's get their tax deductions.
This is really what Reagan meant by Trickle Down. HUGE tax deductible donations would trickle
down and be used to wind down the government. It's just taken us this long to figure that out.
But enough about Sean Noble the individual. Lots has been written about Sean.

He's a GOP hero.

That didn't stop Calfornia from nailing Sean Nobel's CPPR and the Chairman of the Arizona
Republican Party and co-founder Robert S Graham's Americans for Responsible Leadership for a
$1,000,000 fine.
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And another $15,000,000 from illegally donated funds (sort of like laundering) from people like Charles
Schwab to go into the California general fund. Maybe this money can be used for some of CA's
problems.
I hope these foundations keep it up so states desperate for revenue can go after them. Seems like
shooting fish in a barrel if the 990s are any indication.
Sadly, Sean and Robert will probably both get great bonuses this year. Yes, these non-profits pay
some really sweet bonuses to their executives. I strongly believe that risk taking is highly rewarded
behavior within the GOP and Koch Cabal.
In the end, the best we can probably hope for is jail time for all those sycophants who were willing to
be those executives and signed the 990 Tax Returns.
The Billionaires on top and their $Billions stashed in 501(c)(3) foundations will get away scott free.
Speaking of which, here they are:
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Lastly, for those who want to dig into the 990s, you can find information here.
Koch Cabal Can't Hide - Searchable IRS Forms Online! w/Instructions
You can find a ton of EIN numbers for foundations on this searchable tax return.
Oh, that Center to Protect Patients Rights and the Koch Cabal connection?
Here it is
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This is an eye opening article
Secret Political Cash Moves Through Nonprofit Daisy Chain
Sean Noble, a former congressional aide, had an account ready when the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled in 2010 that corporations could join wealthy donors and spend freely in federal
elections. In less than a year, he had $62 million at his disposal.
These groups represent the super-secret money flowing through federal elections in the
aftermath of the Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election
Commission and other court rulings.
Noble’s personal finances also improved, as he went from being a Capitol Hill senior
aide to the owner of four homes -- including an eight-bedroom, Utah property -- and a
Washington, D.C, row house that combined are valued at more than $1 million.
Noble didn’t respond to phone calls, e-mails or a direct message via Twitter seeking
comment. A visit to his Capitol Hill house went unanswered.
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RELEVANT RESEARCH:
In 2011, American Future Fund lists Contributions as $2,588,927, Grants 0
IRS Complaint filed against Americans for Job Security, 2006
FEC Complaint submitted by Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics against Americans for Job Security
filed 2010
Americans for Job Security 2010 990 Tax Return.
__________
Thank you team DKos for recommending and helping to get this story out to people.
You TWEETS are spreading far and wide.
Originally posted to War on Error on Fri Oct 25, 2013 at 06:15 PM PDT.
Also republished by American Legislative Transparency Project and California politics.
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/10/25/1250670/-A-VICTORY-Koch-Cabal-Caught-Red-Handedby-CA-AG-Fined-16Million
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2014, Feb 10

Did Chris Christie do a flyover of the George Washington Bridge during Bridgegate traffic jam?

by Armando http://www.dailykos.com/story/2014/02/10/1276477/-Did-Chris-Christie-fly-over-the-GeorgeWashington-Bridge-on-9-11-13-to-check-BridgeGate?detail=email

Attribution: REUTERS

What did Christie know and when did he know it?
The Newark Star Ledger reports:
The New Jersey legislative committee investigating the Bridgegate scandal will probe records
of helicopter rides Gov. Chris Christie took to see if he flew near Fort Lee while lanes leading to
the George Washington Bridge were closed, sources told The Post ... Sources in the
governor’s office said that Christie took a ferry to Ground Zero from Jersey City on the 9/11
anniversary and then flew back to Trenton, but that Wildstein was not on board.
I was particularly struck by the reference to the helicopter ride on 9/11, because I was recently told by an
informed source that "if the records are subpoenaed for the governor's trip back from the 9/11 Memorial
event, they will demonstrate that the governor flew over the George Washington Bridge" on that day. It
appears that those records have been subpoenaed and the governor's office has not issued a denial that
the flyover occurred.
If this is true, then Christie will have to explain why he was flown over the bridge on the third day of the
politically motivated traffic jam that was engineered by officials in Christie's office and the Port Authority, to
punish Fort Lee's Democratic mayor.
Was it because he wanted to see how Bridgegate was panning out? Had David Wildstein—the former
Christie crony at the Port Authority who is now looking for an immunity deal and who was with Christie at
the 9/11 event, told the governor that Fort Lee was having some traffic problems? Was Christie lying when
he denied knowing about it until after the fact? I have reviewed Christie's public schedule that day and he
had no events scheduled in Northern Jersey. Indeed, Christie's office told the New York Post that "Christie
took a ferry to Ground Zero from Jersey City on the 9/11 anniversary and then flew back to Trenton." (Note
that the George Washington Bridge is in the opposite direction from Ground Zero to Trenton.)
And could this be the smoking gun Wildstein hinted at last month?
... evidence exists ... tying Mr. Christie to having knowledge of the lane closures, during the period
when the lanes were closed, contrary to what the Governor stated publicly in a two-hour press
conference he gave immediately before Mr. Wildstein was scheduled to appear before the [New
Jersey House] Transportation Committee.
Did the plot just get thicker ... again?
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